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Styrmir Örn Guðmundsson’s performance WAIDWML rap show on the topics of health,
medicine and death. The performance on tour is conceived as a medical intervention of sorts
acupuncturing cities with local collaborations. The tour map is a body - Poland at the toes,
Iceland is the nose and Styrmir needs various faculties for each body part. Styrmir is the
doctor, the local curator is the surgeon, the guest artist is the nurse and the musician is the
anesthetist. The musical recordings will make up an album depending its the prognosis.

The prototype of the performance took place in Riga 2016 during the Survival Kit Art Festival.
The tour includes the European cities of Vilnius, Berlin, Venice, Athens, Amsterdam as well as
Warsaw, Paris, Brussels and Reykjavík. It launched on 21 February 2017 on the occasion
of Užgavėnės (Mardi Gras).
WAIDWML now crawls into Neukölln after its initial pollination with Jurgis Paškevičius and
Robertas Narkus at Autarkia in Vilinius. WAIDWML is a rapshow by Styrmir Örn
Guðmundsson a.k.a. Læknakjarval a.k.a. Litli Kjarval. Acupuncture anaesthetist Indriði Arnar
Ingólfsson and massagist Árni Jónsson join Læknakjarval.
"the toothpaste we use is very toxic - not only toxic but full of plastic - let it get to your brain
start acting stupid - so so stupid I don’t understand it - human feelings make me feel strange"
Join us for medicinal rap on 24 March 2017 at Broken Dimanche Mareschstraße 1, 12055
Berlin Neukölln.
Doors open at 9pm
Before the hotel lobby there is the afterparty @ MAGENDOKTOR across the street from
Broken Dimanche.

Styrmir Örn Guðmundsson is a storyteller, a performer, an object maker and an illustrator. Styrmir
has a love for the absurd, by which is meant less an obsessive passion for the ridiculous, nonsensical or
the odd, than a tender and caring attitude: he takes care of the absurd, he helps it to develop, he gives it
a place alongside everything else where it can be your most disturbing neighbor and your best
friend. He has brought his objects and performances to places such as the Contemporary Art Center of
Vilnius, The Living Art Museum in Reykjavík, Casa del Lago in Mexico City, Cricoteka in Krakow
and to the Cypriot / Lithuanian Pavilion at the 55th Venice Biennial. Styrmir is from Iceland and lives
in Warsaw.
Indriði Arnar Ingólfsson is an artist and musician from Reykjavík based in Berlin. In the past years he
has taken part in many group exhibitions such as at The Dieter Roth Academy. Recently he took part in
the residency program at the renown, art institution Clocktower Gallery in New York. Indriði has
released numerous records with his hardcore band MUCK and toured internationally. He has opened
for Every Time I Die in the UK and has performed in festivals such as Icelandic Airwaves Music
Festival and Reykjavík Arts Festival with Magnus Pålsson. He is now working on his 2nd solo LP after
having released his debut "MAKRIL" last fall.
Árni Jónsson graduated in the spring of 2016 with a Bachelor’s Degree in Fine Arts from the Iceland
Academy of the Arts. He has had two solo exhibitions in addition to several group exhibitions. He is
currently showing in “Bad Company” at King & Bang Gallery. The artist run gallery is located in the
newly opened Marshall House along with The Living Art Museum and Studio Ólafur Elíasson in
Reykjavík. Alongside his art Árni works both in theatre and movies doing set design. He uses this
knowledge and experience in his works when he stages events and emotions in the form of installations
where he uses mostly video, sound and light.
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